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The study of social movements and the study of religious movements, per se, have had a

curious history of intertwined yet distinct concerns. Within what many scholars loosely

call the ‘collective behavior’ tradition, the study of religion and religious movements was

a great source of conceptual and empirical material. On one side, functionalist approaches

to collective behavior often proceeded from Durkheim-inspired paradigms that posited

religion as a source of stability, integration, and solidarity. Thus, religion was often

portrayed as resisting social change, either directly or implicitly. Religious movements

themselves, such as millenarian revivals or cults, were explored for their possible

pathologies or the breakdown of routinized social transmission mechanisms. They were

‘irrational’ movements par excellence (see Kniss & Burns, 2004). However, in another

stream of classical theory, Max Weber treated the dynamics of charismatic leadership, and

the organizational dilemmas presented by the need to routinize charisma, as a major

subject and a key element in his understanding of social change. Charismatic leadership

itself was clearly constructed on non-rational emotional attachments and ideological

commitments, but the social changes it engendered often had rationalizing impacts on the

wider society (for a recent example of this type of research, see Young & Cherry, 2005).

The ‘Protestant ethic’ thesis would be the primary example, but Weber’s other
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explorations into the social psychology of the world’s religions tied together

considerations of structural locations, religious action, and its often unintended

consequences.

Many of Weber’s insights lay behind the scholarship that burgeoned in the USA (and to a

less extent, the UK) in the late 1960s and 1970s on what are generally called ‘New Religious

Movements’ (NRMs). An infusion of Eastern-based religious groups, new versions of

sectarian Christianity, counter-cultural and utopian experimental communities, and various

types of self-help or humanist organizations became particularly prominent in American

culture. Sociologists of religion engaged these new forms of religious belief and

organization with gusto, creating a scholarly industry that has maintained a significant

profile even as many of these types of NRMs have become less visible or controversial (see

Goldman, 2006). Much of the sociology of NRMs drew theoretical sustenance from

interactionism, using perspectives championed by the Turner and Killian ‘Chicago School’

approach to collective behavior. There was a focus on emergent meanings, symbolic

communication, and the meaningful reorganization of social relationships, including those

involving religious institutions. Most studies of NRMs, however, were not interested in the

extent to which the movements affected the wider society and its institutional framework

(save some concern with the Church–state implications of regulating ‘deviant’ religion).

They were usually focused on the dynamics of religious affiliation, belief, and change. In

sum, the study of religious movements had the potential for a useful borrowing from social

movement theory (see Williams, 1994), but that potential was for a long time unrealized as

the focus of the former was segmented into concerns with religion as such.

Another factor that separated concerns with religious movements from the study of social

movements was the latter’s turn to ‘resource mobilization’, and then ‘political process’ or

‘political opportunity’ theories in the mid- to late 1970s onward. This turn pushed collective

behavior perspectives to the margins, and in many cases studies of religion went with them.

While there are a number of reasons for this (see the review in Smith, 1996a), a major force

was the rationalist assumption regarding social action assumed in these ‘resources and

politics’ perspectives. Understandably wanting to rescue social protest from assumptions

that collective behavior was irrational, superstitious, hyper-emotional, or psychologically

disturbed, movement scholars began to think of social movements as merely ‘politics by

other means’ – with all the strategic, calculating, and instrumental action that implies.

Thus, while there was plenty of empirical documentation of the role of churches and

religious people in collective action – most notably the Civil Rights Movement – the

theoretical space for religion, particularly as a cultural system, was constricted.

Further, these ‘structural’ approaches to social movements narrowed the scope of

empirical inquiry within the field. Not all collective behaviors were of interest, and studies

of mobs, crowds, panics, and the like receded. Instead, purposeful, organized groups acting

for changes in the socio-political order – usually involving legal and institutional reform –

took center stage. This opened up social movement studies to the insights of organizational

sociology and political science. Empirically, the organizational resources available from

religious institutions began to show up prominently in studies of movement action (e.g.

Morris, 1984; Smith, 1996b), but less formally organized protests and actions fell out of

focus. Resistance that wasn’t organized, self-conscious, ‘public’, or ‘political’ in the

institutional sense of the term was often not defined as a ‘social movement’.

The much-heralded ‘cultural turn’ in social movement theory since the mid-1980s has

given religion considerable attention, so much so that calling for attention to religion from
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social movement scholars is, in itself, becoming a bit of a cliché. This attention took many

forms and focused on a variety of dimensions of religion. For example, religious

commitment can play a central role in motivating social action, religious ideologies can be

powerful vehicles for articulating ‘injustice frames’ that diagnose social problems, and

religious leaders often have charismatic authority and organizational acumen that helps

facilitate mobilization. While concern remained ‘movement-centric’ and focused on

questions of mobilization, empirical and theoretical contributions from social movements

and religion mutually informed each other.

Another development, less popular but worthy of note, injected concern with religion

into thinking concerned with the societal and cultural environments in which collective

action occurs. Political opportunity theories were built on attention to the contexts of

action, but contexts usually conceptualized as the political structure. In addition, scholars

are slowly beginning to consider the religious culture and institutions of a society when

analyzing collective action. These factors influence things from the social receptivity to

social movement claims, to the shaping of movement tactics and strategies (see Williams,

1994, 2004).

In contrast to many of the references cited so far, the books reviewed in this essay do not

for the most part directly engage social movement theory or scholarly literature. The

authors are not trying to answer what has been the overriding question of the sociology of

social movements – ‘when, why, and how do social movements emerge?’ And yet, in my

view, they have some valuable lessons for those of us interested in social movements

specifically and collective action more generally. They pay great attention to the ways in

which religion shapes protest and collective action – both through analyses of the cultural

contexts in which such action might take place, and by showing how religion informs and

facilitates what might be called ‘everyday protest’. After a brief review of the books, I will

lift up what I think those lessons are.

Lived Religion and Humanitarian Service

Courtney Bender offers an ethnography based in God’s Love We Deliver (GLWD),

a New York City kitchen that prepared meals for people with HIV/AIDS. She is interested in

‘lived’ or everyday religion – ‘how, and when, religious talk happens in daily life’ and she

‘explains why it matters when it does’ (p. vii). Significantly, she chooses a ‘nonreligious’

setting; GLWD is not the outreach program of an established religious institution, it uses no

confessional screening measures for volunteers, employees, or clients. Despite the

organizational name, Bender makes a persuasive case that GLWD is not a religious

organization, and yet she shows all the explicit and implicit ways that religion is enacted in

this setting. She does not ask how ‘religious’ volunteers are. Indeed, there are ways in which

explicit religious discussions, or justifications for volunteering, are either actively

discouraged or passively shunted aside. ‘The meals are the message’ (p. 25), Bender hears

consistently, and the basic principle of feeding the sick is thought to require no justification,

religious or otherwise. But by investigating how religion is practiced and experienced in the

process of preparing and delivering meals, Bender finds that volunteers create considerable

space for making their tasks religiously meaningful to them, and for communicating what

must be described as religious ideas or beliefs through words and actions.

Through this counter-intuitive empirical setting Bender wants to make a theoretical

point to sociologists of culture and religion about the ‘very limited degree to which culture
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is shared’ (p. ix). While people do have to communicate, and do so through talk and action,

Bender focuses on ‘practices and strategies for communication that lie between “shared

meaning” and mutual incomprehension’ (p. ix); she maintains that scholars impute more

cultural convergence than is there, and think shared meanings are more necessary for

collective action than is the case. Further, participants are often very aware of how little

they share with the cultural meanings of others.

The lack of shared meaning does not totally disrupt action due to the multivalence of

symbols and actors’ ability to adapt and invent meanings. Moreover, volunteers ‘drew

structures and expectations of social relations from other settings into the kitchen’, either

consciously or habitually (p. 7). As these were not shared, they had the potential to disrupt

the work by calling into question:

the unarticulated (yet established) cluster of practices that ‘everyone’ knew. The

centrifugal tug of religious meanings, interpretations, and evaluations . . . forced

volunteers to confront how much less was uniting them than they may have

imagined. (p. 7)

There are ways in which I think that theoretical point is overdrawn in the book.

Interpretive sociology has consistently shown the extent to which people can continue to

act on the assumption that others share their assumptions and understandings – and

Bender herself notes the extent to which participants projected themselves into their social

understanding when she observes that ‘kitchen volunteers thought of the clients as similar

to the people they knew who had died of AIDS. We worked with the notion that our clients

were “like us”’ (p. 11).

Nonetheless, this points to a key issue in the understanding of mobilization and

interpretation of meanings for collective action. For many social movement scholars, a

coherent shared meaning is thought to be a prerequisite for action. Actors need to share

definitions of the situation so that they agree on problem diagnoses and prescriptions for

change. But shared understandings may not precede action – they may emerge from it. Or

they may never really cohere at all. For some scholars, the very value of movement

ideology is the extent to which it can be stretched and shaped to cover alternative

meanings (e.g. Platt & Williams, 2002). That ideology or movement culture allows people

to act together, while holding individualized meanings, is its greatest strength as a

movement tool.

Naturalized Meanings and Everyday Theologies

Dawne Moon’s God, Sex, & Politics moves the setting to an explicitly religious location –

two United Methodist congregations – where she investigates how these Protestants talk

about, debate, and struggle with issues of homosexuality and gays/lesbians in the Church.

This is a nice empirical strategy; rather than choose opposite sides of this hot-button

‘culture war’ issue, Moon focuses on two congregations within the same denomination

and religious tradition. True, one is more liberal theologically, while the other

congregation is more conservative, and Moon finds differing discourses, and sources of

authority, between her two congregations. But because religious congregations in the USA

are voluntary associations, analysts generally assume a certain amount of internal like-

mindedness. And Moon finds some coherence:
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. . . members tended to share the conviction that they all believed in the same God

and needed to discern what God demanded of them, and they tended to share a

commitment to their congregations and love for fellow members . . . members

largely agreed about . . . their disdain for what they considered ‘politics’. (p. 3)

But this coherence was swamped by critical, if often difficult to acknowledge, differences.

For example, what fit into the category of ‘politics’ was disputed, and the repertoire of

understandings about how to pursue shared ideals was often radically disjointed. Debates

about homosexuality were also about community, power, and ‘selves’ as well as about

sexuality and morality. They were embedded in what Moon calls ‘everyday theologies’,

which drew from a number of different ‘sources of truth’ – such as science, health,

emotions and so forth (p. 229). Everyday theologies are assumptions, taken for granted,

and, in effect, naturalized. Moon credits the volatility of the debate over homosexuality to

its tendency to produce so many sources of truth that everyday theologies are revealed to

be socially contingent; they are thus de-naturalized. In that regard, she follows Foucault,

and the long history of the concept ideology (which is not engaged theoretically), to

maintain that the power of language and culture is most effective when it is unnoticed:

Which languages are available and legitimate, what they lead us to think possible,

how we know to act without even thinking about it, and what is obscured from our

consideration all have to do with the way social power works in and through

language. (p. 10)

The important power she finds in both congregations is contained in a ‘language of pain’.

Congregation members often negotiated conflict with languages of emotion, which were

credited with authenticity and authority. The pain experienced by non-heterosexuals –

either because of their sexual orientation or because of oppression by straight society –

helped to activate religious compassion. But it hid the power of sexual hierarchies and

defused the anger that might be necessary to challenge those hierarchies. ‘Gay pain’ was a

language that could facilitate and articulate action, but it simultaneously steered that action

into particular channels.

Religious Action in Civil Society

Paul Lichterman chooses a setting in between Moon’s congregations and Bender’s non-

religious service organization. He spent time with several religious-based civic groups,

specifically being involved in their outreach projects dedicated to bridging social

differences and challenging injustice. These were openly religious people, acting in terms

of their explicit religious commitments, but in para-church groups dedicated to change in

the wider civic order. Lichterman’s main theoretical project is engagement with the social

capital and civil society literature and that literature’s hopes for fostering the types of

relationships and action that can promote solidarity and heal social wounds. Lichterman

takes what he calls a ‘communication-centered’ approach to social life in which he

‘follows the interaction’ (p. 42). Like Bender and Moon, he is after the communication that

actors use as they try to navigate purposeful action and negotiate meanings with those

working beside them.
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Interestingly, while participants in the civic projects understood themselves as religious

and religiously motivated – one group called itself ‘faith in action’ in its brochure – there

was little explicit religious talk. Sometimes this was because people assumed that religion

plays a divisive force in American public life right now, and they sought to avoid that. But

more pertinent to this essay, Lichterman finds that the setting mattered to religious

expression – how and when religious identities were enacted by everyday practices was

a greater clue to religion’s impact than were explicit expressions of faith or doctrine.

Implicit ‘tags of religious identity’ (p. 260), often embodied in concrete language and

imagery, either facilitated or complicated the bridging activity necessary to act together in

the public sphere. Religious ‘style’, for want of a more precise word, was expressed in

customs of group action. These customs helped form group and social identity, and in part

constituted groups:

Religious culture contributes to a group’s social identity, apart from influencing

group members’ choice of goals or rationales for goals. ‘Social identity is a simple

way to name the act of drawing group boundaries – one of the customs discussed

throughout this book . . . Creating a social identity and defining goals are two

different if related kinds of cultural work. Both have their own effects on collective

action. (p. 220, emphases in original)

For some groups, their social identities and reflexive communication allowed them to

accomplish collective actions that bridged the social divisions between the people

involved. Other groups, often closer doctrinally to each other, or with more clearly

articulated religious rationales, were not able to bridge the identity and custom divisions

between them. They shared goals, and often a language, but dimensions of everyday

religion thwarted a collective protest.

The Landscape of Religion and Collective Action

These three books represent culturalist approaches to collective action that are talk-based

and communication-centered, on-the-ground explorations of taken-for-granted, everyday

understandings and practices. Further, all three books show actors’ agency, as the people

in them negotiate, adapt, innovate, and create meanings. We see, above all, interactions

and how they shape the texture and content of social life. But all three authors present

distinctly different pictures of the culture of collective action than does the social

movement framing literature, which often lifts up purposeful and goal-oriented discourse.

They are also distinct from the movement-centric focus of ‘New Social Movement’

theory, as they embed analyses in a variety of different organizations.

Importantly, all three authors also show the limits of culture – the limits to group

participants’ shared meanings, the limits of naturalized, fundamental assumptions to make

room for alternative constructions of identity, and the limits of customs to allow people to

reach across social divisions. Moon shows how the wider ‘therapeutic culture’, with its

language of emotion, shapes effective discourses and personal identities in ways that help

reproduce hierarchies, while Lichterman shows that cultural assumptions about what

religion is can create what become social divisions. Culture structures and constrains

action here, as well as being the symbols and sense-making that makes action possible.
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Culture is power, not just to accomplish action but to keep some actions or societal

arrangements from challenge.

One step for future research, in my view, is to disentangle issues of beliefs, including but

not limited to religious beliefs, from concerns with identities, both personal and social.

Lichterman notes that ‘a group’s identity is not always easy to distinguish from its

discourse about its goal’ (p. 222). Surely true, and we need to be careful inserting too-fine

analytic distinctions into areas where actors see little. But it is no doubt too easy to conflate

the two and slide from one into the other. ‘We build and practice our selves’, Bender says

(p. 130), but how do articulated beliefs do that? Moon notes that ‘fundamental questions

about right and wrong . . . form the very roots around which people build their worlds and

selves’ (p. 238). But do all beliefs, everyday theologies, or lived religious practices have

such deep implications for who we are or who we think we are? The separation of religious

beliefs and religious identities in survey research is largely an artifact of method, but we

need to know more about how they are connected. The importance of collective identity

for social protest is well established. How that relates to, reinforces and is reinforced by

beliefs and ideas is a topic for further empirical and theoretical exploration.

In sum, much as there are things for sociologists of religion to learn from these three

excursions into collective action, there are ways in which sociologists of social movements

can better appreciate and analyze everyday protests and how religion can form both its

‘figure’ and its ‘ground’.
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